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Formula 1 Dallara chassis, with a “tamer” propeller able to release 420 Hp. It is the ideal means to test your 
driving capacity, as it gives you the feel of a fast single-seater car without reaching the extreme conditions of 
Formula 1 cars. Acceleration, braking and grip are amazing and they allow everyone to perform various laps 
in safe conditions after having spent the morning learning about Formula 3 cars, while giving the chance of 
improving your performance lap after lap. The camera car is available for the most passionate, so you can 
keep a unique memento of the experience.

FORMULA NISSAN 3000

THE CAR

PROGRAMM TYPE

8:00 a.m. Welcome, staff presentation, hand out of driving suit

8:30 a.m. Theory and racing technique course
- Braking
- Management the power and usage of steering
- Driving trajectories and proper use of the gearbox
- Analysis of the racetrack

9:30 a.m. Reconnaissance of the track on Puresport shuttle, paddle shifter, acceleration and 
braking approach

10:00 a.m. first series of laps with Formula 3 cars and technical de-briefing preparing to Formula 1

12:15 a.m. Lunch

1:00 p.m.  Specific Formula Nissan 3000 theory course

2:00 p.m. Acquaintance with the vehicle, engine start, driving session with Formula Nissan 3000 
car

5:30 p.m.  Final comment and hand out of Formula Nissan 3000 racing certificates – Final toast



DRIVING EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE CHOSEN INCLUDES:

CHOOSE TRACK
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 Number Of Laps: as stated in the purchased program
 Installation Lap: on the Puresport shuttle for guests and drivers ( children included)
 Open Bar
 Champagne At The End Of The Event:and personalized driving certificate
 45 Min Technical Briefing Briefing: made by expert drivers with specific experience, guests included
 Technical Fireproof Clothing: which is sanitised after each use
 Telemetry Release
 Expert Technicians: mechanics, telemetry engineer and expert instructors

MONZA

MUGELLO

VALLELUNGA

FRANCIACORTA

IMOLA

MISANO

ADRIACREMONA


